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Pupil Premium Funding 2015/16 

 The pupil premium was introduced in April 2011 and is allocated to schools to work with pupils who have been registered for free school 
meals (FSM) or have registered for free school meals at any point in the last six years (known as ‘Ever 6 FSM’); it is also provided for all looked 
after children (CLA) and services children. The pupils premium grant, which is additional to main school funding, is for schools to use in 
whatever ways they think fit to ‘narrow the gap’ and address the current underlying inequalities between children eligible for free school 
meals and their peers. Schools are charged to ensure that this funding is used to tackle disadvantage and reaches the pupils who need it most. 
Our key objective in using the Pupil Premium grant is therefore to diminish this difference between PP students and their peers. We aim to do 
this by increasing the progress made by all students and accelerating the progress made by students eligible for the grant. Historically, levels of 
attainment were lower for students eligible for the funding. The national picture shows a gap of 27% in attainment of 5A*-C including Maths 
and English between non pupil premium and pupil premium students.  
The level of funding in 2011-12 was £488 per student. It was then increased the following year to £623. In 2014-14 it was further raised to 
£900 and in 2014-15 it was £935 per student. In April 2012 the PP was extended to include students who had been eligible for FSM in the last 
years known as FSM ‘Ever 6’. In 2015-16 the funding remained at £935 for secondary FSM ‘Ever 6’ pupils. 
Children who are looked after attract a higher rate of funding of £1900 per pupil (2015-16) as the government believes this will help schools to 
further meet the needs of the unique challenges CLA can be faced with.  
When identifying new strategies and allocating funds to particular projects we believe it is important to consider the relative impact of 
previous projects. Where new projects are applied, knowledge is gained from external research in order to maximise the impact of the 
spending. Successful spending takes into account the students such as their levels of attainment, their target grades and their social 
background. We also consider the skills, qualities and attributes of those employed at CHSG. 
The school deprivation indicator is 0.24 which is above the national average of 0.20. This shows that the level of poverty is higher than the 
nationals at CHSG. 
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Objectives 
 
Teaching and Learning: 

 We believe that every child deserves the best possible educational experience with the best possible achievement outcomes. Therefore 
we are committed to eliminate the progress and performance gaps between girls from differing socio-economic backgrounds.  

 We understand that outstanding teaching and learning lie at the heart of student success and are core to promoting equitable progress 
of pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds.  

Behaviour and safety: 

 To further improve student engagement throughout the school by consistently applying the B4L policy and reducing low level 
disruption. Where students have more challenging behaviour we will support the pathway to re-engage them. 

 To support our vulnerable students through close monitoring. 

 To further raise awareness of local and national issues such as FGM, radicalisation, forced marriage and staying safe online. 
Attendance: 

 To  continue to ensure that the attendance of all students including pupil premium does not fall below 95% (national average) 
 

Aspiration and confidence: 

 To ensure students have a post 16 pathway and are aware of their choices. To aim for 0 NEET’s upon leaving CHSG. 

 To give students opportunities to be influential amongst their peers and the wider community and thus give them the confidence to 
find their voice. 

SMSC: 

 To continue to provide a rich and varied curriculum, promote British values, appreciate the arts, music and other cultures. 

 To offer a calm and supportive working environment for all students. 
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Strategies 

Whole school 

Embed whole school measures identified by EEF (Education Endowment Foundation) as effective in reducing the differences in progress 

between different groups of students: 

 High quality first teaching 

 High expectations for all students 

 Provision of effective feedback through a focus on high quality written and verbal dialogue between staff and students 

 Development of staff awareness of PP students through photos, seating plans and monitoring 

 SLT to monitor the progress of PP students with HOY and intervention leaders and use of SISRA (data tracking) 

 Additional lessons after school, weekends and holidays in Key Stage 4 

 Resources provided to PP students e.g. revision guides, workbooks, practice papers, GCSEPod, SAMlearning, PiXl 

 Adopt DTT Diagnose, Therapy, Test approach after mocks 
 

For all PP Students 

 
 Small group tutoring in maths 

 Improving PP (Pupil Premium) students’ attendance and punctuality (including mentoring, workshops, individual targeted intervention 
and additional tutor time) 

 Targeted intervention with current Year 11 in all subject areas as appropriate 

 Targeted intervention for higher ability PP student 

 Removing barriers to learning (e.g. uniform assistance, learning packs, PE kit, educational trips, ICT access) 

 Individual strategies to support students who are underperforming, at risk of underperforming or at risk of disengagement with 
education: 

 KS3 literacy and numeracy intervention e.g. additional lessons, small group sessions, mentoring, tutoring etc. 

 KS4 English and maths intervention e.g. additional lessons, small group sessions, mentoring, tutoring etc. 

 Enrichment provision (trips / visits / visiting speakers etc) 
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For Underperforming PP Students 
Individual student mentoring by attached adults and SL 
Meetings with Year 11 PP students to identify and implement appropriate interventions to motivate  

 

 Targeted interventions  

 Deploying a variety of support strategies , including physical and material resources  

 Providing extra-curricular support and quiet, after-hours learning spaces eg study club 

 Improving reading, writing, numeracy and communication skills  

 Responding to the School’s performance data and ensuring that there is a clear focus on all disadvantaged pupils, including those from 
a range of ethnic backgrounds and those with SEN  

 Motivating and encouraging our girls to become aspirational, confident and successful learners who will become influential young 
women in the fast changing world in which they will become adult members  

 Improved ICT skills and access to relevant and up to date IT infrastructure  

 Access to IT packages to support students independent learning 

  
Pupil premium 2015/16 Accountability Report. 

We prioritised the following: 

 Raising aspirations for all PP students. 

 Vulnerable PP students across all years. 

 Vulnerable PP students requiring an alternative curriculum 

 Early intervention for PP students in KS3 

 Intensive support programme for CLA students 

 Targeted interventions 
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Summary of expenditure: 15/12/16 

The amount of funding for the year 2015/16 was £388 025 
Summer school £35000, CLA £5400 
Carried forward £164 653 
Funded students equates to 40.6% of the school. 5 CLA  students 

 Current Spent % remaining Balance 

Leadership 62248 62248 0 0 

Teaching 73024 73024 0 0 

Education 
Support 

98362 64362 35 34000 

Admin 24202 24502 -1 -300 

Prof.Services 32803 23171 29 9632 

Total 290639 247307 15 43332 
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Pupil Premium Spending Plan 

September 2015 – August 2016 
Allocation £388 025 

Summer school £35000, CLA £5400      5 CLA  students. 
Carried forward £164 653 
Funded students equates to 40.6% of the school.  

Pupil Premium used 

for: 

Amount 
allocated to 
the 
intervention  

(£) 

New or 

continued 

cost 

centre 

 

Brief 

summary of 

the 

intervention 

including 

details of year 

groups and 

students 

involved, and 

the timescale. 

Intended Outcome How will this 

activity be 

monitored, 

when and by 

whom? How 

will success be 

evidenced? 

Actual impact: What did the action 

or activity actually achieve?  

 

Evaluation period: August 2016  

Extra teaching 

capacity during school 

week to support 

English, maths and 

science intervention 

to improve GCSE 

results 

£15000 

 

Continued Year 11 

students will 

receive 

additional 

support in 

core subjects 

to ensure they 

achieve the 

Students will focus 

on fewer subjects to 

ensure that each 

student in year 11 

achieves the best 

possible GCSE 

outcome. 

½ Termly by 

raising 

standards team 

– Data tracking 

sheet will show 

progress. 

Year 11 reports indicate the fine 

level grades for each student. This is 

used to identify the appropriate 

intervention for each student.  

Based on 2016 results from schools 

that opted in the Progress 8 (P8) 

score for PP students was -0.13 
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best GCSE 

outcome.  

compared to 0.08 for all students, a 

gap of 0.22.  

Based on the new Progress 8 

measure 2016 GCSE results show 

that there is a small gap in the 

progress made by PP students 

compared to all students. 

Data coordinator and 
data manager 

£24,202 Continued Analysis of 
data 

Students tracked Ongoing See summary table 

After school hours 

English small group 

intervention delivered 

by permanent English 

staff and HLTA (lesson 

6 ) 

£9790 Continued Small group 

sessions with 

year 11 

students not 

working at 

their target 

grade. 

KS4 students to 

achieve their target 

grade. 

Every half term 

–Subject 

Leader-Year 11 

tracking sheet 

 

 

2016 GCSE English results show that 

60% of pupil premium students 

achieved an A* - C grade. This is 

above the 2015 national average of 

51%. 

The school gap between all students 

and pupil premium students was 9% 

when comparing A* - C grades in 

English. 

Safeguarding manager £34000 Continued     

Year 7 provided with a 
learning kit 

£3000 New Kit to include 
a scientific 
calculator and 
memory stick. 

Remove barriers to 
learning so that 
students are fully 
equipped for their 
lessons. 
 

 Reduce time wasted issuing kit to 
students. Reduce behaviour points 
for not being equipped for the 
lesson. Foster a sense of 
responsibility to look after their own 
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equipment. Learn how to use their 
calculator effectively. 
 

Purchase of PE kit for 
year 7 students 

£12,000 New Increased 
participation 
in PE and PE 
clubs. 
 

Students fully 
equipped for PE 
lessons. 

 Students can take pride in their 
appearance and participate fully in 
PE. Raise self- esteem in sporting 
activities on offer. 

Revision guides and 
workbooks in year 11 

£1,650 Continued Increase 
progress of all 
students and 
rapid progess 
of pp 
students. 

Remove barriers to 
learning so that 
students have 
access to high 
quality revision 
materials. 
 

 See summary table 
 

1 additional maths 

HLTA to support pupil 

premium students in 

lessons and breakout 

groups 

£19580 

 

Continued Working with 

PP students 

not reaching 

their target 

grade. 

PP Students to 

achieve their target 

grade. 

½ Termly – 

Faculty tracking 

sheets – Subject 

Leader. 

2016 GCSE maths results shows  

that 52% of pupil premium students 

achieved an A* - C grade compared 

to 64% for all students a gap of 12%. 

 

Working with Future 

First to develop an 

alumni community  

harnessing the 

experiences and skills 

of our former 

students to support 

£1000 Continued A network of 

past pupils 

with valuable 

experience 

will be 

developed 

and help 

Students will be 

inspired to achieve 

by working with 

someone who went 

to the same school, 

grew up in the same 

community and has 

½ termly 

reviews with 

Future First and 

Assistant 

Headteacher. 

Assistant Headteacher worked with 

Future First to develop an alumni 

community. Alumni will be chosen 

and contacted about different 

opportunities to support Challney 

students next academic year.  593 
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current students with 

academic progress 

and personal 

development 

Challney Girls 

broaden 

current 

students’ jobs 

horizons and 

equip them 

for the world 

of work.  

achieved a fulfilling 

and satisfying job. It 

will help them to 

see it is possible for 

them too.  

former students have now signed up 

to the alumni community.  

Lexia intervention to 

support the reversal 

of low prior 

attainment in KS2 

£1146 

 

Continued Pupil 

premium 

students in 

Year 7 and 

year 8 who 

are L4c and 

below in 

English,  using 

data obtained 

from feeder 

schools and 

using entry 

tests in 

September for 

year 7 and 

end of year 

Lexia will accelerate 

the development of 

student’s critical 

foundation literacy 

skills and it will be 

effective in 

remediating 

struggling readers. 

Significant gains in 

reading 

achievement will be 

shown. 

½ Termly – KS3 

Intervention 

Co-ordinator 

and SL for 

English – 

Tracking sheets 

will show 

progress. 

 Year 7: 45 EAL students ( including 9  

pupil premium students) received 

Lexia intervention once a week 

during form time this academic 

year. 

 Additional intervention is in place 

for students not making expected 

progress.  
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assessment 

for year 8. 

Further books to be 

purchased at the 

appropriate interest 

and reading level to 

support the 

Accelerated Reader 

programme 

£5000 

 

 

£14379 

Continued All year 7 and 

8 students 

receive a 

timetabled 

lesson for AR 

in the LRC 

every week. 

This has also  

been adapted 

to ensure that 

students not 

making the 

expected 

progress 

receive guided 

reading with 

their teacher. 

Students are able to 

search for books at 

their interest and 

reading level. 

Students read a 

book, take an AR 

Quiz, and get 

immediate 

feedback. Students 

then get excited 

and motivated 

when they see their 

progress.  

Teachers of 

each group 

monitor and 

manage 

students' 

independent 

reading 

practice. 

Teachers set 

personalised 

goals for each 

student. 

Teachers get 

reliable reports 

on reading, 

comprehension, 

vocabulary and 

literacy skills 

All year 7 students now receive a 

timetabled lesson for AR in their 

class every week. Teachers of each 

group monitor and manage 

students' independent reading 

practice and set personalised goals 

for each student. Teachers obtain 

reliable reports on reading 

comprehension, vocabulary and 

literacy skills.  

Each student has now been 

assessed and has a NC level for 

reading and a reading age which will 

be used to measure progress and 

allow teachers to set personalised 

goals. 

Additional intervention is in place 

for students not making expected 

progress.  

Accelerated maths 
 I year  

£241 Continued 
 

All year 7,8 
and 9 are 
timetabled for 

 ½ termly 
tracking KS3 
maths leader- 

Year 7, 8 and 9 catch up 
programme. All students in lower 
maths sets use accelerated maths at 
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accelerated 
maths at least 
once a week. 

report. 
Teachers can 
access high 
quality reports 
on students  
next steps 
 

least once a week. Individualised 
programme to catch up with their 
peers in maths and also English. 

Extra teaching 

capacity (HLTA) and to 

deliver maths 1:1 

intervention for LAC  

and small groups of 

students 

£2000 Continued Before school 

sessions once 

a week for  

LAC are in 

place 

Personal learning 

charts are used to 

identify the topic 

areas that need 

improvement 

½ Termly –

Subject Leader 

– Maths 

tracking sheets. 

1 LAC students received 1:1 sessions 

in maths.  

Code red science £9097 New Feb and 
Easter  break 
intervention 
sessions 

 ½ Termly –
Subject Leader 
–Science 
tracking sheets 

Science 
43% all  A*-C Average grade C- 
PP 33% A*-C. Average grade D. 
 A gap of 10%   exists between PP 
and all students.  
 

Appoint 2 HLTA’s in 
Science 

£19580 New Lead on 
interventions 
and support in 
Science 
 

Raise attainment in 
science 

½ Termly –
Subject Leader 
–Science 
tracking sheets 

Science 
43% all  A*-C Average grade C- 
PP 33% A*-C. Average grade D. 
 A gap of 10%   exists between PP 
and all students.  
 

Outside provision to 

deliver maths 1:1 

£280 New After school 

sessions once 

a week for 

Personal learning 

charts are used to 

identify the topic 

½ Termly –

Subject Leader 

1 LAC students received 1:1 sessions 

in maths.  
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intervention/revision 

for 1 LAC student 

LAC are in 

place 

areas that need 

improvement 

– Maths 

tracking sheets. 

AIM maths 
conference 

£1300 New High quality 
speakers at 
excellent 
venues 
discussing 
maths 
 

Raise attainment 
and aspiration. 
Stimulate debate 
about applications 
of maths.  

Verbal feedback 
from students  

Awe and wonder! 
Many of the students would like to 
study maths beyond GCSE. 

Enrichment days and 
trips 

£9000 Continued Trips to Kew 
Gardens, 
Woburn Safari 
Park, 
Cambridge 
University, 
Maths 
conference, 
Saatchi 
Gallery 
 

Widen student’s 
cultural awareness 

Questionnaire. 
Pupil voice 

Students more aware of British 
history and culture 

Duke of Edinburgh 
leader 

£2,400 New Embed D of E Widen students 
experiences and 
develop leadership 
skills and resilience 
 

 Students developed life skills and 
self confidence. 

MACK is a programme 

delivered in schools 

and colleges, with the 

aim of motivating and 

£13000 Continued The most 

vulnerable 

and least 

motivated 

Students get to 

know themselves in 

group work 

situations, they 

 Data capture 

before and 

Year 7: 20% of the students 

participating in the MACK 

(MOTIVATION, ASPIRATION, 

CONFIDENCE and KNOWLEDGE) 
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inspiring young 

people to be the very 

best they can be 

 

pupil 

premium 

students to 

inspire them 

to discover 

their 

potential. 

start to understand 

how past and 

current experiences 

affect behaviour 

and mind sets. 

after MACK 

programme. 

programme were PP students.70% 

of the pp students showed an 

improvement in at least one 

area.65% moved from red to amber 

or green. 93% of all students 

showed an improvement in at least 

one of the areas. 

Production of PiXl 

resources to progress 

in English  

£1000 Continued All pupil 

premium 

students will 

be provided 

with copies of 

the resources 

for the English 

GCSE. 

Students have been 

encouraged to use 

them at home for 

revision in 

preparation for 

their GCSE exams. 

½ Termly 

Subject Leader 

See summary table below 

 

Production of PiXl 

resources to promote 

progress in  

£ 1000 Continued Pupil 

premium 

students have 

been provided 

with packs of 

maths 

resources 

based on their 

own individual 

needs to 

Resources are 

produced following 

each assessment. 

The resources are 

specific to each 

students needs not 

generalised.  

½ Termly 

Subject Leader 

See summary table below 
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prepare them 

for their 

maths GCSE 

exams. 

Music lessons £300 Continued  Support peripatetic 
music lessons for 2 
students 
 

  

Breakfast club 

Breakfast club 

supervisor 

£7600 

£1000 

Continued Daily 

breakfast club 

provided for 

all students. 

Breakfast 

Clubs have 

been proven 

to have a 

positive 

impact on 

punctuality, 

academic 

results, 

concentration, 

behaviour and 

attainment. 

Student led 

activities 

Improved attitudes 

towards healthy 

breakfast provision, 

as well as helping to 

create a positive 

rapport between 

teachers and pupils. 

Attendance, 

punctuality, 

behaviour and 

levels of 

concentration 

improve as a result 

of healthier foods 

being provided in 

the morning. 

 

½ Termly s – 

Attendance, 

punctuality and 

behaviour data. 

A weekly average of 415 students 

attended breakfast club of which 

215 were PP students. 
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during this 

time will also 

benefit the 

students 

personally and 

pastorally. 

Study club open until 

4:30pm from 8 until 

8:40 and at lunchtime  

every day and fully 

staffed. 

 Continued ICT 2 is open 

to all students 

every day 

after school. 

Students who do 

not have internet 

access or a quiet 

space at home will 

use the study club 

to complete 

homework and 

independent study.  

½ Termly by 

LRC manager – 

Student survey. 

Attendance at the study club has 

continued to be successful. 

Every day after school students 

attend study club in the ICT2.They 

have access to books, computers 

and a printer and 1 member of staff 

is on hand to help with homework. 

The friendly environment also helps 

develop social skills.  

UK Maths Challenge £980 Continued Aimed at 

advancing the 

education of 

children and 

young people 

in maths. 

Used as enrichment 

material in the 

classroom across 

the ability range. 

Number of 

students 

achieving 

awards 

1 Bronze winner 

 3 Silver winners 

  5 Gold winners  

  

Fortnightly maths 

assessment followed 

by intervention 

£3000 New Small group 

withdrawal of 

year 11 

KS4 students to 

achieve their target 

grade in maths. 

Every 4 weeks – 

Subject Leader -

 See summary table below 
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sessions (PiXL 

intervention strategy) 

continued throughout 

academic year. Join 

PiXl club. 

students not 

working at 

their target 

grade.  

Pupil premium gap 

to narrow. 

Year 11 tracking 

sheet 

 

Renew SAM learning 
licence. 
Three years 

£9995 Continued Develop 
student’s 
independent 
learning skills. 
Useful online 
learning tool 
for a range of 
subjects 
 

PP gap to narrow. 
Improved results for 
all. 

½ termly 
Assistant 
headteacher 
monitors usage. 

See summary table 

Purchase extra set of 
laptops and trolley in 
maths 

£5000 New Access to 
effective ICT 
so students 
can use e-
learning tools 
so students 
can access 
PiXl maths 
app, SAM 
learning, 
mathswatch 
etc. especially 
year 11. 

Raise attainment 
for all in maths and 
pp gap to narrow. 

Intervention 
leader to 
monitor usage 
and uptake. 

See summary table 
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Laptops in library £3950 New Access to 
effective ICT 
so students 
can use e-
learning tools 
so students 
can access 
PiXl maths 
app, SAM 
learning, 
mathswatch 
etc. especially 
year 11. 
Complete 
accelerated 
reader quizzes 

Raise attainment 
for all in maths and 
pp gap to narrow. 

Intervention 
leader to 
monitor usage 
and uptake. 

See summary table 

Summer school £35000 Continued Students were 
invited to 
attend 
summer 
school with a 
focus on PP 
students and 
the more 
vulnerable.  

A small group (24) 
of vulnerable 
including PP 
students attended a 
week long Summer 
school focusing on 
social skills, literacy, 
maths, art and craft, 
cooking and drama. 
The trip to the Black 
Country Museum. 
This was used as the 
stimulus for all the 
creative art and 

Student 
questionnaire 
and verbal 
feedback. 
Parental 
attendance at 
the 
performance.  

Many students said that they were 
proud that they did the showcase 
even if they were a little daunted by 
it initially. The summer school also 
helped many of the students to 
settle quickly into school in 
September. One vulnerable student 
who was initially identified as 
needing the nurture group quickly 
moved back into main stream. 
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literacy for the 
remainder of the 
week.  
 

Purchase Ipads for 
SEN students 
 

£2000 
contribution 

 Access to fast 
reliable and 
up to date 
technology to 
support 
nurture group  
Student’s 
independent 
learning as 
well as 
reading. 
 

 SEN 
coordinator. 

Summary table 

SLT mentoring to 
support core subjects 
including maths and 
support and AHT roles 
in progress and 
attainment, Pastoral 
care 

£62,248 New SLT mentored 
and supported 
targeted 
groups of 
students to 
ensure buy in 
for 
interventions 
 

SLT chose students 
from a target group 
to work with once a 
week. Topics were 
identified from 
students PLC’s 

Intervention 
leader – maths. 
Half termly 
report. 

See summary table 
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Impact of Pupil Premium Funding 2015/16 

Pupil Premium (PP) impact is measured across a number of factors including overall progress and the gap between all peers, progress made 

from starting points, attendance, attitude towards learning and the readiness for their next pathway. Comparison is now reported nationally 

between the whole cohort and PP students and referred to as diminishing the difference. 

Summary table for year 11 Summer results from SISRA 2016/RAISE 2016 

 Pupil Premium 
(95) 

All (209) Difference PP- all Comment 

5A* - C  50.5% 57.4% -6.9% Small gap between PP  students and cohort 

5A*-C (incl English and 
Maths)  

41.1% 52.6% -12.3% PP students did less well than the cohort. 

5A*-C (incl English and 
Maths and Science) 

36.8% 47.4% -10.6% PP students did less well than the cohort. 

3+ LOP English  69.9% 77.1% -7.2% Gap further reduced. 
 

3+ LOP Maths  47.3% 61.1% -13.8% 13 PP students not entered for GCSE maths. PP students did 
less well in maths 
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Ebacc  3.2% 8.1% -4.9% FSM students did less well in maths and Ebacc element 

English A*-C  60% 69% -9% A gap still remains between PP and the cohort. 

Maths A*-C  46% 59% -13% PP students did less well in maths. 

Av.Attainment 8 4.14 4.58  PP students did less well than the cohort. 

Progress 8 -0.13 0.09 0.22 PP are below 0. Impacts school results and pupils choices 
post 16. 

Average grade D+ C- 1/3 grade Key point. Small gap but may impact on further study. 

Average KS2 level 4c 4c  No difference on entry. 

 

Sumer exam results  Average points capped 

Year PP Non PP All Comment 
 

10 (60) 35.81 (147) 40.31 (207)39 A small gap of 3.19 points exists between 
PP students and the cohort. 
There is a gap between pp and the 
cohort achieving Basics level 2 of 9.1% 
 

9 (84) 39.73 (119) 41.29 (203) 40.64 A gap of 0.91 points exists between PP 
students and the cohort. 
There is a gap between pp and the 
cohort achieving Basics level 2 of 5% 
 

8 (70) 39.78 (137) 40.4 (207) 40.19 A small gap of 0.41 points exists between 
PP students and the cohort. 
 

7 (68) 39.69 (140) 40.06 (208) 39.94 A small gap of 0.25 points exists between 
PP students and the cohort. 
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